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On 8 March, Finland's (Aa1 stable) Prime Minister Juha Sipilä from the Centre Party (KESK)
resigned after his government1 failed to gain sufficient support for its flagship social reform
package (SOTE). The announcement is credit neutral for the sovereign and rated subsovereigns because further progress on the reform was unlikely ahead of parliamentary
elections in April. However, it highlights the reform challenges the next government will face.
Any progress will hinge on the composition and strength of any subsequent coalition.
Mr. Sipilä's administration is the third successive government to fail to implement major
social and health-care reform. In addition to an administrative reform, his government
had proposed transferring responsibility for health-care services from 295 municipalities
to 18 elected regional authorities in order to improve efficiencies. His resignation followed
parliament's constitutional law committee's opinion in late February 2019 that had indicated
that the reform must be changed substantially in order to meet constitutional requirements.
The announcement is credit neutral for the sovereign because further progress on the
complex legislative reform was unlikely ahead of parliamentary elections on 14 April this
year. However, the next government will face similar ageing-related spending pressures as
well as opposition to wider reform (see Box).
To provide some background: social protection spending is the general government's largest
expenditure item (see Exhibit 1). Moreover, social and health-care outlays have grown to
59% of total spending in 2017, from 53% in 2000. Although cyclical growth has helped keep
some of the related spending in line with taxes and social security contributions, the social
security funds' surpluses are much lower than a decade ago (Exhibit 2).
Exhibit 1
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Box: Finland's ageing population will generate long-term fiscal challenges
Like many advanced economies, Finland's population is ageing rapidly. Under baseline projections, the share of Finns aged 80 and above will
double to around 10% of total population in 2040 while the working-age population share (people aged 15 to 64) will decline slightly (see
Exhibit). Finland has already surpassed the threshold to be considered a “super-aged” society, whereby more than 20% of the population is
aged 65 years or over. The country's median population age is expected to increase from 42.4 years old in 2015 to 45.5 in 2040.
As a result of these trends, the European Commission projects that Finland's age-related public expenditure will increase by 2.4%-points of
GDP by 20402, at the same pace as the euro area average. While the country's pension and health-care spending will increase by 0.5% of
GDP and 0.6% respectively over the same projection horizon, the fiscal pressures from providing long-term care will rise by 1.4% of GDP, the
second-highest rate in the EU, after the Netherlands (Aaa stable).
Exhibit 3
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However, Finland's track record of prudent fiscal policies and political consensus on macroeconomic policies are one of the country's
key credit strengths. The government already implemented a major pension reform in January 2017 that had been negotiated with
the central labour market organizations. At the same time, the central government's deficits have been narrowing, which has led to a
decline in debt-to-GDP ratio to around 60% in 2018.
Reform delays are credit neutral for the Finnish sub-sovereign sector...
The credit impact for the Finnish sub-sovereign sector is very limited, too, as we had already expected that the need to provide
adjustments would lead to delays. This was obvious when the constitutional law committee said in February that the reform must be
changed substantially in order to meet the constitutional requirements.
The reforms in their current form would have increased debt-to-revenue ratios in the local government sector because the related
revenue would instead accrue to the regional authorities, while debt levels would remain unchanged. It remains unclear at this
stage whether the debt refinancing or deficits of the new regional entities will be eligible to the joint funding of the Finnish local
governments, i.e., Municipal Guarantee Board (MGB, Aa1 stable) and Municipality Finance plc. (Aa1 stable).

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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...and private healthcare providers
Another aspect of the SOTE reform was to increase patients' “freedom of choice”. More than 70%3 of the total health and social care
services in Finland are currently provided by public municipalities, with the rest provided by private companies such as Mehilainen
Yhtyma Oy (Mehilainen, B3 stable).
Current regulation caps the volume of services paid with public money that can be outsourced to private providers, which explains
the relatively small size of the privately provided market. The SOTE reform would allow private providers to offer their services to the
market currently covered by public municipalities.
The postponement of the reform has no immediate rating impact for Mehilainen because we had not yet factored the reform into our
assessment, due to the uncertainty around government funding, pricing and timing of implementation. The pro-market direction of the
reform had created opposition from the centre-left Social Democratic Party (SDP) and trade unions, and dominated the public debate
ahead of the country's parliamentary elections which will take place on 14 April.
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Moody’s related publications
» Credit Opinion: Government of Finland - Aa1 Stable: Regular update, 5 February 2019
» Outlook: Sovereigns - Euro Area: Stable 2019 outlook balances still healthy growth and some deleveraging against political risks and
structural issues, 8 January 2019
» Outlook: Sovereigns - Global: 2019 outlook still stable, but slowing growth signals increasingly diverging prospects, 6 November
2018
» Rating Action: Moody's affirms Finland's Aa1 ratings; outlook remains stable, 27 April 2018
» Sector In-Depth: Sovereigns - Europe: Healthcare more than pensions will be key fiscal challenge from population ageing, 5
February 2018
» Sector In-Depth: Regional and Local Governments - Structural reform will relieve cost pressures, but raise relative debt level, 5
February 2018

Endnotes
1 After parliamentary elections in 2015, the government consisted of KESK, National Coalition Party (KOK), and the Finns Party (PS). Following PS party
leadership elections in mid-June 2017, Blue Reform split from PS and continued in the government coalition.
2 Refers to strictly age-related spending.
3 As of 2016, according to due diligence provider.
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